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Those entering Classroom 3A the evening of March 

19th may have thought they had crossed the 

threshold into a time warp seeing Immediate Past 

President Dan Chrisman running our March meet-

ing of RVAS. Filling in for President Dwight Hol-

land and Vice President John Wenskovitch, Dan 

started the meeting with 20 in attendance by 

opening the floor to discussions of observing re-

ports, for which there were a great many over the 

past several weeks. 

 

Scott Budd attended the Staunton River Star Par-

ty, which was held at one of the newest additions 

to the International Dark-Sky locations. He re-

ported a cold but beautiful evening with around 50 

telescopes ranging in size and design, most being 4 

to 36 inch Dobsonians. With the increase in Dark-

Sky locations, Scott encouraged club members to 

seek out these sites and support your local star 

parties. Genevieve Goss said it best: going to a 

Dark-Sky location will give you skies “darker than 

the inside of a cow”. Genevieve also reported a 

wonderful tribute evening that she and her hus-

band John Goss put together in remembrance of 

the great astrophysicist Stephen Hawking, who 

passed away on March 14th. They listened to a 

playlist of the professor’s favorite songs while en-

joying an Oxford-based meal. What evening honor-

ing Stephen Hawking would be complete without 

enjoying some of his guest appearances on shows 

(Meeting Continued on page 2) 

RVAS March Meeting Report 

 

The Importance of  

the Scientific Method 
 
By Michael Martin, RVAS Secretary 

Scott Budd shares his experiences attending the Staun-
ton River Star Party in Halifax County's Staunton River 

State Park.  
 

 Photo by Carolyn Baratta 



 

 

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational 

and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page 

of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site. 

Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes, 
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such as Star Trek: The Next Generation, The 
Simpsons and The Big Bang Theory? Clark Thomas 

attended the Triad Starfest “TriStar” in North 

Carolina and heard a presentation on New Horizons 

updated mission to Kuiper Belt object 2014 MU69, 

which it will arrive to on January 1, 2019. Secre-

tary Michael Martin reported on his Messier and 

Lunar Program progress. After a fruitful February, 

he has 8 binocular sightings to go for the lunar sur-

face and 71 objects left for the Messier catalog. 

Dan continued his trek through the Herschel cata-

log with hundreds of objects left to explore. Final-

ly, Keith Wimmer talked about some trouble he 

recently had focusing his SCT telescope while ob-

serving objects in and around the Orion constella-

tion. After some troubleshooting he figured out his 

problems and has been getting good use out of his 

equipment. 

 
“What’s Up” in the sky this month you may ask? For 

that answer, we turned to Frank Baratta, whose 

monthly series led us to a pre-dawn Saturn and 

Mars near a Crescent Moon on April 7th, the return 

of the Lyrid Meteor shower April 21st/22nd and an 

overview of some lunar features. More can be found 

on these topics in the "What’s Up" highlights in this 

newsletter.  

For Outreach, Member at Large Ray Bradley men-

tioned two upcoming events. On April 20th there will 

be an observing session at the Craig County Public 

Library and on April 21st, our club will be  

(Meeting Continued from page 1) 

(Meeting Continued on page 3) 

Frank Baratta cracks up at Secretary Michael Martin's 
witty comments about his Messier objects hunting. 

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 

Roger Pommerenke is surprised by Immediate Past Pres-
ident Dan Chrisman with an Outreach Award from the 

Astronomical League.   

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 
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participating in Astronomy Day. Rand Bowden 

should be contacted for those interested in partic-

ipating in this event. It will be held at the Grandin 

Village with club representatives needed from 8am 

to 4pm. Dan then donned his graduation cap and 

called up Roger Pommerenke to be presented with 

the Astronomical League’s Outreach Award. Roger 

was commended for his service to the club and 

community for promoting amateur astronomy at 

various events in the Roanoke Valley. 

Our main presentation this month came from Presi-

dent of the Astronomical League and RVAS 

member John Goss, who began by outlining what 

he sees as the four basic pillars of amateur astron-

omy: Science, Art, Joy of Outreach and the Cool-

ness of our Equipment. For tonight’s talk, John 

chose to focus on the aspect of science, particular-

ly the historic evolution of scientific understanding 

and how susceptible we can sometimes be as hu-

mans to jump to fantastical conclusions before tak-

ing in all available information.  

John took us back to 375 BC where Aristotle pos-

tulated that meteors were fiery exhalations, basi-

cally vapors from Earth that would ignite in the up-

per atmosphere. This was held so firmly as the 

viewpoint on explaining this phenomenon that in 

1793 when 300 people from Juillac in Gascogne, 

France reported to the Academy of Paris hail 

stones falling from the sky, physicist Pierre 

Bertholon de Saint Lazare rejected their claims, 

saying what they saw was “physically impossible”. 

John argued that in this case, the scientific pro-

cess was not properly followed. The event had not 

been taken seriously and investigated by the Acad-

emy. From 357 BC to 1803 AD, Aristotle’s vapors 

was the preconceived notion of science, and it was 

not until new evidence was finally investigated, col-

lected and properly studied that a new hypothesis 

of our Solar System began to form, one that ex-

panded beyond the Earth, Moon and planets to a 

Solar System of debris that may have been collid-

ing, coalescing and evolving for quite some time. 

John’s story then had us travel to 1822, when 

Franz von Paula Gruithuisen was misguided by pre-

conceived notions when he attempted to look for 

life on the Moon. As with most predetermined 

things, if you go looking for something, you will con-

vince yourself you’ve found it. Through his 2.4-inch 

refractor at 90x magnification, he claimed two 

years after the fact to have found a city on the 

Moon and evidence of animal life. People believed it, 

and the Prime Minister of Austria even confirmed 

it. On a tour of Northern Germany in 1825, he de-

vised a plan to create a structure of right angle 

mirrors to reflect light towards the Moon’s inhabit-

ants. By 1826, the speculation of such a lunar colo-

ny had cooled and he was referred to by some of 

his peers as “peculiar”.   

The media can also play a role in bypassing the sci-

entific process and warping public opinion. In 1835, 

Sir John Herschel was in South Africa when Rich-

ard Adams Locke of the New York Sun published 

an article saying Herschel through a super tele-

scope had discovered life on the Moon. By the time 

the story had been published and republished with 

additional anecdotes, including one describing 

bearded goats and unicorns on the lunar surface, 

publication numbers had increased from 8,000 to 

60,000 copies. When two Yale professors went to 

the paper and asked to see the original source, the 

paper eventually admitted it was a hoax. 

John ended the evening in the present day looking 

at a recent story of UFO sightings in the news. Af-

ter showing two videos recently released of UFO’s 

(Meeting Continued from page 2) 

(Meeting Continued on page 4) 

Astronomical League President and RVAS member John 
Goss highlights past and present outlandish astronomical 

beliefs. 

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 



 

 

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters 

and Other Club Emails? 
  
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed 

to members.  If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS 

Message Line at 540-774-5651.  Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails. 
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being followed by Air Force pilots in 2004, he 

asked how some can so easily jump from the limited 

information presented in the video to a belief that 

alien life has visited earth? John opened discussion 

on this and other topics to the room, with Michael 

Good pointing out that while it is good to be skepti-

cal, we also need to be careful not to just laugh at 

people that make suggestions out of the main-

stream. After all, there is a great deal we still 

don’t know about our planet and the ways of the 

universe, such as ball lighting for example. Ray 

Bradley stated that explanations of UFO’s being 

out of this world can be heavily attributed to our 

popular culture and entertainment constantly put-

ting these ideas in the minds of viewers. On the 

topic of the moon landings being faked, Frank  

Baratta and Michael Martin mentioned that it is 

always best to deal with people who question events 

for which we have an abundance of scientific evi-

dence in a way that is not judgmental and attempt 

to walk them through the history and evidence in a 

relatable way.   

John stated that for the scientific process to be 

successful, we must have an open mind, observe, 

repeat/reproduce experiments and go through peer 

review. An interesting thought he had to conclude 

his talk was urging those in attendance to look at 

outlandish scientific stories in the news and on the 

internet with an open mind but not an empty mind. 

It’s human nature to be curious, but don’t let ex-

cessive curiosity and sensationalism blind you to 

the scientific method. 

John ended his presentation with thanks from Dan 

and a round of applause from the group.   

Astronomy Day Coordinator Rand Bowden shared 

that he is closely monitoring the Earth Day organiz-

ers’ website as they share more details.  In the 

meantime, he encouraged members to add their 

names to his signup sheet to support our participa-

tion in the April 21 event in Grandin Village.  

Before closing the meeting, Dan spoke about up-

coming Society elections for terms that begin July 

1st.  He noted that he, Michael Good and Rick  

Rader had been appointed by President Dwight 

Holland to serve as the Nominations Committee.  

Dan encouraged members to consider running for 

office for the coming year or the future.  Any 

member with such an interest could email him at 

immediatepastpresident@rvasclub.org. 

The meeting ended shortly after 9:00 PM.  Next 

month’s meeting will be Monday, April 16th, and will 

feature “Fermi, Friends and Facts Every Amateur 

Astronomer Should Know”, a program by RVAS 

member Roger Pommerenke. 

(Meeting Continued from page 3) 

The group absorbs John Goss' recounting of how ignor-
ing the scientific method has contributed to hoaxes and 

erroneous ideas. 

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 



 

 

From The Front Seat 
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As I write this note from Vail, CO in my role as a part-

time Skiing Instructor for Spring Break, I am amazed 

and thankful for the resilience shown by our Socie-

ty.  Our famous Gray-Blue backpack with the projector 

in it had to be picked up for the meeting from my home 

by Dan Chrisman, while I was here in Vail, CO.  And, our 

VP John Wenscovitch's car started acting up as he was 

heading to the meeting, and he couldn't get down to the 

meeting to run the proceedings in my absence-- thank-

fully Dan Chrisman stepped in and got the meeting un-

derway.  As Dan noted, we now have to consider nomi-

nating members for Officer's positions to be filled 

starting in the summer.   

 

I have been in touch with several folks, and a couple 

have stepped up already and tossed their hat into the 

ring.  Thanks to those stepping up for being willing to 

serve our organization as an officer. 

 

I appreciate Astronomical League President John Goss 

contributing his thoughts and directing the conversation about the Scientific Method and the oddity of the 

present times where people deny science, strangely often with "credibility".  From what I heard, our mem-

bers engaged in an interesting and wide-ranging conversation about why this is the case.  

 

Next month, our long-time member Roger Pommerenke will talk about “Fermi, Friends and Facts Every Ama-

teur Astronomer Should Know”. He gave a similar talk at The Torch Club Meeting last month which was     

excellent!  

 

Lastly, we have nominated Dave Thomas for the Astronomical League Mabel Sterns Award for Newsletter 

excellence.  He has received an Honorable Mention in the past in 2014 under the Frank Baratta Presidency. I 

hope he wins it this time!   

 

I am having a great time teaching Skiing here for Vail Resorts, but look forward to getting back to Roanoke, 

VA for the Spring. 

 

In the mean time Ad Astra! 

 

Dwight Holland, MD, PhD 

RVAS President 

from Vail, CO  
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Almost seven decades ago, my father graduated 

from Roanoke College with a major in mathematics. 

Almost two decades ago, I taught an “Analysis of 

Algorithms” course at Roanoke College for a pro-

fessor on sabbatical. Half a decade ago, my daugh-

ter completed over a decade of singing with the 

Roanoke College Children’s Choir.   From one of 

these events, I apparently earned a spot on the 

mailing list for the semi-annual distribution of the 

“Roanoke College Magazine”.  The most recent edi-

tion includes a wonderful article “Wonder in the 

Sky”.  It details Roanoke College Physics’ Dr. Matt 

Fleenor leading an “Eclipse Ambassadors” team of 

professors and students to host a 2017 Total Solar 

Eclipse outreach event.  

I met Matt in 2014 when he joined Frank Baratta, 

Randy Sowden and me for an observing session as 

part of a PTA STEM-themed meeting at West Sa-

lem Elementary School. I continue to participate in 

this annual event, most recently with Ray Bradley, 

Darien Bradley and Rand Bowden. Matt and Roa-

noke College also hosted our 2016 VAAS confer-

ence.  Indeed, RVAS members often see his Roa-

noke Physics Group at local STEM outreach events 

like the Science Museum of Western Virginia’s 

“Science Spooktacular”. 

At the Oconaluftee Visitors Center in the Great 

Smoky Mountains National Park, adjacent to Chero-

kee, NC, Matt’s team hosted over three hundred 

people for the August 21st solar eclipse.  The arti-

cle (2017, Issue Two) is shared here:  https://

www.roanoke.edu/magazine 

Their experiences were like those shared by our 

members at our September 2017 meeting. RVAS 

members viewed the solar eclipse from locations 

across the United States. Our local outreach was 

hosted by Carolyn and Frank Baratta, George 

Blanar, Maxine Fraade, Ellen Holtman, Harry 

Montoro and David Thaler.  

 

Roanoke College Professor Matt Fleenor’s Eclipse Ambas-
sadors headline the semi-annual publication. 

Eclipse Ambassadors 
 

By Dan Chrisman, Jr. 

mailto:editor@rvasclub.org
https://www.roanoke.edu/magazine
https://www.roanoke.edu/magazine
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By Bill Dillon 

RVAS 25 Years Ago             

Long-time Club members will remember 25 years 

ago when the “Great Blizzard of 1993” forced the 

postponement of the Club’s planned trip to the Na-

tional Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, 

West Virginia. According to the April 1993 News-

letter, the Club rescheduled the trip for a second 

time, hoping the weather would cooperate on April 

24th. In addition, due to scheduling conflicts for 

some of the invited speakers, the “Computers in 

Astronomy” workshop scheduled for April had to 

be postponed to later in the year, and was replaced 

by the regular monthly meeting, previously re-

placed by the workshop………………………………..if nothing 

else, RVAS amateur astronomers are highly flexi-

ble. 

The Newsletter included great articles on hunting 

galaxies in the spring sky and theories of star for-

mation in the Orion Nebula. The Club welcomed new 

members Douglas and Elizabeth Hall and said good-

bye to long-term Society member Jim Wright who 

was moving to Pittsburgh. 

In conjunction with the Science Museum, Club 

members were making plans for 1993 Astronomy 

Day activities to take place on May 1st at Tangle-

wood Mall. Indoor activities were being planned to 

include the Science Museum’s portable planetarium 

with star shows throughout the day, a display of 

members’ telescopes, computer astronomy demon-

strations and a literature table. Weather permit-

ting (cough) a couple of “sidewalk astronomy” ses-

sions were in the works. The Club was also begin-

ning to plan for the 1993 RVAS picnic and star par-

ty to be held at Franklin County Recreational Park 

on June 12th. Dinner was planned for 6 p.m., with 

the main event being nighttime observing, weather 

permitting (cough, cough). 

RVAS 10 Years Ago 

The lead article in the April 2008 Newsletter was 

penned by the newly appointed Society Vice Presi-

dent, Kristen Gillespie. The article focused on her 

coordination and participation in the Astronomy 

Night held at Hollins University in early November 

2007. With the help of Society President Mike 

Overacker and Club members Jiri Kolejka and Fred 

Davis, Kristen organized an event which attracted 

“over 40 curious and interested individuals” in spite 

of the cold weather and other events taking place 

at the same time on campus. Observing Comet 

Holmes proved to be a highlight, and as usual with 

most Club outreach activities, everyone seemed to 

enjoy the experience. 

It was reported that the Membership Committee 

held a special meeting to promote member involve-

ment. The meeting resulted in several suggestions 

including a suggestion box at monthly meetings, a 

mentoring program for new members and/or inex-

perienced members, and a lending library program 

where members could borrow astronomy related 

books from other members. Details for implemen-

tation of these suggestions were to be worked out.   
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Member Observation 

The Dark Skies of Staunton River Park 
By Dave Thomas 

On March 16, I rode to the Staunton River Park 

with Stephen Hughes, a new member of the Blue 

Ridge Astronomy Club. We left Lynchburg at 6 pm, 

and after a short stop for lunch arrived at the 

park. It was almost dark when we arrived. We had 

to park about one half mile from the observing area 

and carry our equipment on a shuttle bus to the 

field. 

When we arrived at the observing field  we set up 

our equipment, Stephen a 8” SCT and  my ioptron 

camera tracker. Darkness set in soon after and we 

enjoyed the dark sky and the 360° view the site 

afforded. 

 

(L) A view of  Taurus and 

the Pleiades  made with the 

camera tracker using a Can-

on T6  with a  24 mm  tele-

photo lens for 30 seconds  

at ISO 3200. 

Other than some high thin 

cirrus  to the Southwest as 

seen in these photos, the 

sky was clear. 

(R) A view of  Orion  made 

with the camera tracker 

using a Canon T6  with a  24 

mm  telephoto lens for 30 

seconds  at ISO 3200 
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Finding ourselves near Wilmington, NC in early 

March, my fearless wife Carolyn and I entered Jo-

seph Hou’s “Szechuan 132” in search of amateur 

astronomers.  We were following bread crumbs on 

the “gAstronomy Society” webpage of the Cape 

Fear Astronomical Society [CFAS].  With slight 

trepidation, 5 pm found us wandering between ta-

bles full of Szechuan Kung Pao Peanut and Tradi-

tional Moo Shu until we encountered a round table, 

set for ten, with a few empty chairs.  My opening 

of “You folks look like amateur astronomers…” was 

met with chuckles (and a few quizzical looks) and 

followed by a quick invitation to join them.  We 

shared a delicious meal and far-ranging discussions 

(quite expected amidst several retired naval offic-

ers, a nuclear technician and an Havelockian).   

Unfamiliar with our environs, CFAS members es-

corted us less than a mile to Deloach Hall on the 

campus of University of North Carolina- Wilming-

ton. Home to the departments 

of Geology, Geography, Physics, Physical Oceanog-

raphy and the Pre-Engineering Program, the 7 pm 

meetings are held in a second-floor classroom.  

After brief introductions, the seventy-minute pro-

gram focused upon the 2018 North Carolina 

Statewide Star Party.  The format was as an infor-

mation/training session for the STEM activities 

run in concert with the planned solar and night sky 

observing sessions on April 20th and 21st. Leading 

this program were representatives from the More-

head Planetarium & Science Center:  Visitor Pro-

grams Coordinator Mickey Jo Sorrell and Educator 

Amy Sayle.  This sixth annual Statewide Star Par-

ty theme is “Anyone Out There?”, inspired by the 

late Stephen Hawking:  

“I believe alien life is quite common in the universe, 

although intelligent life is less so.  Some say it has 

yet to appear on planet Earth.” 

With funding from the North Carolina Space Grant, 

the Statewide Star Party comprises thirty-seven 

coordinated observing sites across the state of 

North Carolina. With estimated staffing by two 

hundred STEM professionals and volunteers, four 

thousand visitors are expected. In addition to mar-

keting, outreach activity packages are available for 

each participating site and include the kits that the 

speakers visiting from Chapel Hill described.   

The kit that grabbed members’ attention upon en-

tering the classroom pertained to two three-inch-

diameter balls of frozen water:  National Informal 

(Fear Continued on page 11) 

Astronomy with Fear 

 
 

By Dan Chrisman, Jr. 

Morehead Planetarium & Science Center’s Mickey Jo 
Sorrel and Amy Sayle demonstrate the National Infor-
mal STEM Education Network’s “Ice Orbs” activity to 
Cape Fear Astronomical Society members and guests.  

Photo by the author. 
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Get Connected! 
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members?  Join the RVAS Yahoo Group!  Share last-minute 

observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it.  You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email ad-

dress.  Click the link below.  Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name 

since the group is only for members and those invited.  You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the mod-

erator.   

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info 

For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651).  We’ll have you connected in no time! 

 

 

Use Our Message Line! 
  

Want to check whether anyone is getting out on a scheduled observing session night or share that you’re 

planning to do so?  Have questions about the club or need its assistance?  Call the RVAS Message Line,  

540-774-5651, and leave a message or listen for any information available. 
  

STEM Education Network’s [NISENet] “Ice Orbs” 

activity. With visibly-imbedded “plant and animal 

life” in this simple model of an icy moon (e.g. Jovian 

moon Europa), students are encouraged to contem-

plate how we might remotely study or explore such 

an environment.  “Imagining Life” was the other 

NISENet activity.    

Similar to one of Frank Baratta’s RVAS Winter 

Solstice Social Ice-Breaker games, the Dynamic 

Duo of Sorrel and Sayle had club members on their 

feet playing the NASA Night Sky Network’s [NSN] 

“Life in the Extreme” game where role playing had 

each member as a unique extremophile.  Students 

learn about Tellurian organisms that thrive at bare-

ly acceptable limits of environmental conditions and 

about the mathematical concept of linear continu-

ous axes.  

Displaying an impressive rotational manual dexteri-

ty, Amy utilized augmented Nerf® balls from the 

NSN’s “How Do We Find Planets Around Stars?” 

activity to demonstrate exoplanet detection due to 

star wobble and luminance-reducing transits.  This 

kit also included planispheres with some exoplanet-

bearing stars highlighted (e.g. Pollux has an ex-

oplanet). 

During a break before the remainder of the club 

meeting, Mickey Jo and Amy were very generous 

with their NSN kits which I have entrusted to Ray 

Bradley, our Outreach Coordinator.  They also ex-

pressed an interest in expanding next year’s 

Statewide Star Party to include out-of-state clubs.  

With a long drive back to our lodging, we skipped 

the business meeting, observing reports and upcom-

ing events. (Find further information at 

www.capefearastro.org and 

www.ncsciencefestival.org/starparty).   

(Fear Continued from page 10) 
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Astro-Quiz 
Sticking with mirror making once again, why was it that the quintessential home-made amateur telescope of 

the mid-20th Century was a 6” f/8 reflector?  (Hint: It has to do with saving effort in grinding the mirror.) 

  

Answer to Last Month’s Quiz: Last month we asked what constellation is also a term of interest to tele-

scope makers.  In fact, time was when being an amateur astronomer was virtually synonymous with making 

your own telescope, including grinding your own mirror.  While many amateurs still take pride in making mir-

rors, most of us prefer to buy telescopes ready-made, forgoing the hours and hours of work and messiness 

of mirror-making.  For those intrepid souls who still undertake the task, well-known formulas are used to de-

termine the curvature that must be ground into the glass disk that will become a mirror when polished and 

aluminized.  Of special importance was the shape of the curvature to be ground and the maximum depth at 

its center.  This depth of curvature is known as the Sagitta, which of course is also the name of the tiny con-

stellation between Cygnus and Aquila representing an arrow.  Have an answer to this month’s quiz (or a future 

question and answer to suggest)? E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org 
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Monthly Calendar 
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, April 16th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on Church, 

Downtown Roanoke.  Looking out into a clear night sky invites speculation.  Are we alone or is the Cosmos 

full of life, perhaps strange and exotic?  Such questions have long drawn supporters and detractors.  At our 

April meeting, we feature ”Fermi, Friends, and Facts Every Amateur Astronomer Should Know”.  Presented 

by RVAS member Roger Pommerenke, we’ll explore notable names who made their presence felt.  The talk 

will include Life, the Universe, and Everything and conclude with the Drake Equation.  Members’ participation 

will be encouraged, including sharing their thoughts on how long our species may endure!  Along with Roger’s 

talk we’ll have the usual collection of meeting activities — observing and outreach reports, announcements 

and updates, our monthly What’s Up sky review, and who knows what else!  So be sure to join us on April 16th! 

 

RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites.  Cahas Knob 

Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, is the traditional location most frequented.  For up-

dates on members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the 

RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates. 

 

-- Friday and Saturday, April 6th and 7th.  Sunset is at 7:48 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 9:18 p.m. 

The Moon rises at 1:48 and 2:36 a.m., respectively. 

 

-- Friday and Saturday, April 13th and 14th.  Sunset is at 7:54 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 9:26 

p.m. The Moon sets at 5:32 and 6:34 p.m., respectively. 

 

-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: May 4th and 5th; May 11th and 12th.   

 

ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, April 7th, 8:30 p.m., Cahas 

Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway.  Nonmembers must register with Parks & Rec. at 540-

853-2236.  Members can call 540-774-5651 for information.  (Next session: May 5th, 9:00 p.m., Cahas Knob 

Overlook.) 

 

ASTRONOMY DAY: Saturday, April 21st, Earth Day Event, Grandin Village area of Roanoke.  RVAS 

members needed to help  with set-up, staffing our  exhibits and tear-down.   Contact  Rand Bowden at:        

540-819-4782  if you can offer an hour or two to help between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM. 

mailto:astroquiz@rvasclub.org
mailto:Rand.Bowden@hotmail.com

